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Summary of events for 2017
by Gwen Bailey
2017 was a really important year for Puppy
School in which we collectively helped train
over 8000 puppies around the UK. Lots of
our long-planned projects came to fruition
resulting in us taking some big strides
forward.
One of the most important of these was
becoming a Practitioner Member of the
Animal Behaviour and Training Council
(ABTC). Their standards are so high that
we have been working on our application for
nearly two years and we were thrilled to be
finally accepted in April this year.
The ABTC is a regulatory body representing
animal trainers and behaviourists, setting
and maintaining standards of knowledge and
practical skills and maintaining a national
register. It is fast becoming THE organisation
to belong to if you want to become a
recognised animal trainer or behaviourist
and hopefully will one day become the ‘go to’
place for the public to find someone qualified
and experienced in what is, at present, a very
unregulated industry.
Practitioner membership for Puppy School
meant we were able to grandfather 50 Puppy
School tutors onto the scheme who we
considered to be of the required standard.
More will be joined as they pass future
assessments. New tutors will have to pass
written assessments as well as be teaching
to the required high standards for at least
a year as evidenced by two or more class
visits.

Alice Crick

Early in the
year, we
improved
our ‘Tutors
Vacancies’
pages on
the website,
adding a
purposemade video
which we
also used
for Facebook

The Puppy
School logo in
good company
on the ABTC
website

recruitment ads, and improving and updating
the information available to new tutors
wishing to join. This, together with more
targeted Facebook adverts, brought us at
total of 40 attendees at our Puppy School
Tutor Training Courses this year, resulting in
a huge increase in tutor numbers and trained
assistants.
In May, we recruited and appointed a new
Operations Assistant, Alice Crick, from within
the Puppy School ranks to help out with
new projects and the admin maintenance
workload that is steadily building at our
organisation grows.
Although she only works part time, Alice has
proved to be a real asset, working hard on
projects and paying attention to detail so that
Puppy School can progress faster. Welcome,
Alice and thank you for all your hard work so
far!
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In June, we made improvements
to the Puppy School website
homepage, redesigning it
and adding more relevant
information and including news
of Puppy School graduate Tyler,
a border collie owned and
trained by Kim Lyddon, who was
in the winning team at the Heel
Work to Music and Freestyle
Open European championships
in Belgium this year. Well done,
Kim and Tyler, you are a credit
to the early training received
at Jo Wriglesworth’s classes in
Warrington.

Kim Lyddon and Tyler with the winning team of the European
HWTM/Freestyle Championships

In July, due to the new forms
necessary for our new tutor
vacancies pages, hackers got into
the website and for a few days, visitors had
some very shocking images to contend with
instead of our usual professional image!
Luckily, it was soon cleaned and back under
control. Apologies if those images have
stayed with you!

Another addition to the website was the
interactive badges which can be added to
the tutor’s individual website page as they
earn them. These advertise whether the
tutor is registered to run Puppy University
classes, is part of the ABTC, or the
Association of Pet Dog Trainers. Later we
added Facebook and Book Now buttons for
individual tutors, making the ‘shopping for
classes’ experience easier for puppy owners.
In August, we launched the Puppy School
Intranet, a password-protected information
source for tutors, giving us a place to store
useful files, diary dates, tutor photos and
all the other information tutors need to set
up and run their classes. We have been
working towards this for years but it has
been such a large project that it has only
just been completed. Tutors should now find
it easier to find the answers to help them set
up and run their classes.

Another big project came to fruition in the
month of August. We launched a new facility
on our Central Booking System to allow
automatic bookings via tutors website pages.
Tutors can now put up a link that allows
direct booking for customers. Some puppy
owners prefer this, enjoying the convenience
of it, while some still need the personal
approach and want to talk to the person who
will be running the classes. We have now
found a way to cater for both type of owner.
Natures Menu continue to support us and
sponsor our wonderful Puppy School Manuals
which are sent out to every puppy owner
who come to our classes. In September,
Natures Menu ran photoshoots at selected
Puppy School with the theme of celebrating
our PS graduates. The subsequent publicity
was good for us both and the resulting
professional puppy photos are now available
for our tutors to use on their websites. In
addition, we wrote blog pieces for their
website, including a ‘travelling with your
puppy’ piece in the Summer, a Halloween and
Bonfire night blog and a weekly blog from
early days to end of puppy classes about
RooBarb, tutor Paula Topping’s whippet puppy
in the Spring and also Otto, my new Vizsla
puppy in the Summer.

‘Badges’ on individual tutor’s website pages
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In September, we ran our
annual Puppy School survey
amongst the tutors, this
time to ask for their views
on changing the syllabus.
We’ve been running Puppy
School classes the same for
15 years and so it’s time to
tweak things a little bit to
make some improvements
and adjustments. As a result,
we’ve written a new improved
syllabus, very like the old one
but better, and now two of our
more experienced tutors are
trailing it with a view to rolling
it out across the PS network in
2018.

Positive puppy training demo at Dogfest, Cheshire

Also in
September,
we gave tutors
access to a
‘library’ of
promotional
banners
(pop-up and
fabric) and
logo squares
National Pet Show team in May for
that they can
the positive puppy training demo
borrow for
events they are So it’s been a busy and satisfying year
running where
with many of our long-term projects being
they wish to
fulfilled.
promote their
PS classes.
All this and we still managed to find time
We tested
to bring ourselves right up to date with the
these out at the two demonstrations of
introduction of secure e-signatures for our
positive puppy training we did at the National new Franchise Agreements, thereby saving
Pet Show at the NEC in November, along with time, postage and paper.
our new logoed tabards and puppy bandanas
so we had a
more visible
presence. This
year, we ran
a total of 10
demonstrations
of positive puppy
training with an
average of 8 pup
at each event
for the May
and November
National Pet
Shows and three
Dogfest shows
around the
country.
The Sunday team for the demo at the National Pet Show at the NEC
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Key Puppy School Statistics for 2017
Tutor Numbers

At the end of the year, Puppy School
comprised 95 tutors, 29 assistants and
10 resting tutors/assistants (not currently
active - on maternity leave or taking a
break). We have 8 provisional tutors and 14
provisional assistants currently working on
their correspondence course whilst there are
another 18 people waiting to undertake their
tutor training course in 2018.

New Tutors and Assistants

These new tutors and assistants trained with
us and received their certificates during 2017
(24 new tutors and 14 assistants):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adele Tuttlebee (asst)
Amy Thomson (tutor)
Anna Bartosik (asst)
Anne Roberts (asst)
Becky Howe (tutor)
Carol Wright (tutor)
Caroline Duder (tutor)
Claire Hallett (asst)
Claire McKnespiey (tutor)
Dawn Rodgers (asst)
Dafydd Farr (asst)
Ella Camps-Linney (tutor)
Emma Dyer (asst)
Emma Gilchrist (tutor)
Heather Walton (asst)
Heather Ward (tutor)
Karen Boardman (asst)
Kate Carling (asst)
Kate Radburn (asst)
Kelly Nicholson (tutor)
Kelly-Jane Wadley (asst)

Spring New Tutors Course
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kevin Burke (tutor)
Louise Stewart-Murray (tutor)
Mary Hall (tutor)
Nikki Thorpe (tutor)
Noreen Power (tutor)
Rachael James (tutor)
Sally Hammond (tutor)
Sarah Owen (tutor)
Sarah Magalotti (tutor)
Sharon Harris (tutor)
Shirley Ayre (tutor)
Steph Sleet (asst)
Suzanne Moores (asst)
Tammy Dwight (tutor)
Tamsin Peachey (tutor)
Tony Hillsdon (tutor)
Vanessa O’Carroll (tutor)

Puppy Numbers

The number of puppies going through our
Puppy School classes in 2017 is a staggering
8,145 (27% increase compared to 6,432
puppies in 2016). We are now training an
average of 678 puppies per month (compared
to 536 puppies per month in 2016).

In our second year of Tutors running our new
Puppy University course, we registered 383
older puppies, this is up 136% since starting
in 2016.
This brings the total number of puppies
passed through the hands of Puppy School
tutors in to 56,771 during the 15 years
we have been running! This is a huge
achievement and we should all be really
proud of the difference we are making to
families and puppies who benefit from our
work.

Top Tutors

Within our hub of hard working Tutors at
Puppy School, there are five tutors who stand
out for training the most puppies/owners in
2017. They are:
1.
Rachel Butler and the team at Happy
Dog Team - 314 puppies trained
2.
Kris Glover and the team at Pets in
Practise - 276 puppies trained
3.
Delia Graham - 249 puppies trained
4.
Catherine Tomlinson - 228 puppies
trained
5.
Sam Price - 227 puppies trained
A further 31 Puppy School Tutors registered
over 100 puppies (as of 11/12/17) – big
congratulations to:
Alex Smith, Alice Crick, Amanda Blatch,
Catherine Pleasance, Cheryl Holden, Claire
Luscombe, Cushla Lamen, Eleanor McCall,
Emily Mazon, Emma-Clare Dunnett, Jacki
Tinning, Jenny Green, Jo Wriglesworth, Joy

Autumn New Tutors Course

Matthews, Julie Hilliard, Julie Wassall, Karen
Boyce, Karen McCallum, Laura Aitken, Lauren
Watts, Louise Taylor, Louise Williamson,
Melissa Rivett, Michelle Underwood, Nicole
Harris, Paula Topping, Sandie Dallow, Sharron
Byard, Vicky Fitch-Taylor, Vicky Davies, Zoe
Taylor
Well done to absolutely everyone for
continuing to work so hard to achieve
such excellent results and to make such a
difference to owners and puppies lives. We
should all be really proud of what we have all
achieved.
Well done to all of you for making such a
big difference to puppies and owners in your
areas.

Puppy School’s
internal courses
and and external
speakers courses
Our new tutor training courses were very
full this year, thanks to a good advertising
campaign and better management of
potential new tutors. We trained a total of 22
new tutors and 18 assistant tutors attending
which is a record for Puppy School.
For the new intake and also for anyone
wanting to brush up their handling skills,
we ran two practical handling courses at
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Working with rescue pups and dogs from Romania on the practical course and trying not to get too attached!
Cheltenham Animal Shelter where they kindly
lent us their rescue dogs and paddocks.
Working with untrained adult dogs really
helps to hone practical skills and these dogs
then benefit from 3 days of basic training that
they wouldn’t otherwise get. We like to think
this makes them more likely to get and keep
new homes and we get good experience as
part of the bargain.
We ran a total of 4 behaviour courses for
tutors and assistants on various subjects
including separation problems and aggression

Puppy School Behaviour Course 3
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to people. Everyone is encouraged to bring
their dogs which adds interest and allows
for group training sessions and, in addition,
we arrange for two live cases where owners
bring in their ‘problem’ dogs and puppies for
us to work with.
This year we were lucky enough to have two
truly amazing external speakers come to lead
weekend workshops for us. In the Spring it
was Chirag Patel’s turn. Chirag has become
one of the leading lights of the behaviour

Puppy School Behaviour 4 Course
world and he didn’t disappoint, keeping us all
enthralled all weekend. Such is his appeal
that 50 Puppy School tutors and assistants
attended. In the Autumn it was the turn of
Kim Lyddon who came to do a workshop on
tricks and heelwork to music. We had a lot
of fun, learned a lot, and all of us managed a
little sequence to music at the end, some in a
bit more of a chaotic way than others!

Puppy School tutors are actively encouraged
to do at least 15 hours of continuing
professional development each year and

Kim Lyddon working with her ‘reserve’ dog, Archie

Jacki Clifford putting her feet up while Kim Lyddon and Claire Luscombe work with Doughnut

The workshop group with Chirag Patel
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Practical
Handling Days
at Cheltenham
Animal Shelter
Comments

with some
of the
other dogs
too.

I found
it to be a
valuable
learning
experience
because
From Carol Wright:
the dogs
“The CAS Practical Course provided a
were
great opportunity to practice and develop pretty
my training skills, ask questions, learn
much
from others on the course, get great
a blank
constructive feedback from Gwen, Rachel canvas
and Jacki and work with dogs and puppies (in our
who don’t necessarily respond in the
case), and
same way as your average pet!
in other
cases the
Working with Marley (20 weeks), Kruger
dogs were
(12months) and several other Romanian
so wary of
Street Dogs was a real eye opener
humans
and challenging at times. It was also
that our
very rewarding when they gradually
work was
responded, and gained sufficient
to very
confidence to produce the behaviour I
gently
was looking for. Fortunately, both the
persuade
rescues that I worked with most closely
them that
had new owners lined up or my own
we mean
family of dogs might have expanded!”
them no
harm,
and might
From Vanessa O’Carroll:
actually
“During our Practical Handling at
be cool
Cheltenham, I was working with two
to hang out with. The classroom learning
Romanian Street dogs, one was a puppy
was also very good and I would definitely
of about four months old and the other
recommend it to others. I think we made
was an older, terrier type dog. Both were
friendly but the puppy was quite reserved a positive difference to the dogs in the
and the older dog had very little focus on time we were with them”.
humans. We also got the chance to work
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From
Kate
Radburn:

“My time on
the practical
training
course at
Cheltenham
was one
of the best
weeks I’ve
ever had
and turned
out to be a
total gamechanger. I never realised just how in love
I was with working with dogs, or how
hard my brain should be working to get
it all right! One of our shelter puppies
had come in as a stray and was so in love
with people that we worked on adding a
little bit of control; less jumping up and
learning to put the brakes on at the end
of a recall.
Our other dog had been brought over
from Romania and had little to no contact
with men and was very reserved while
adjusting to shelter life. By the end of
the week Neal Otter had become his
favourite person, he’d found a love of
squeezy cheese and was able to happily
chill around people. As well as being
great practice for all of us, it was so great
to know our hard work had made a real

difference
to those
dogs and
improved
their
chances
of being
adopted
and
settling
in to new
homes
quickly”.

A Happy
Ending:

Zorro was
one of
four Romanian street puppies, found in
a plastic bag and taken to a kill shelter
before he was rescued and brought over
to Cheltenham Animal Shelter with his
siblings,
Mario, Otto
and Liam.
Rachel
and her
team were
delighted
to have
been able
to offer
him a
place with
them at
Puppy
School
classes.
Zorro’s
new
owners
are
lovely
and
we are
excited
to see
such a
bright
future
for him.
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Continuing Professional Development
for Puppy School tutors and assistants
many do a lot more. We share ideas of
courses and conferences to attend on the
website and this year more than 20 of us
attended the WOOF! Conference at the
University of Nottingham in February. We
also had a stand there to raise awareness of
Puppy School. Many of us thought it was one
of the best conferences we had ever been
too, bringing together a wealth of academics,
behaviourists and training from all realms of
the animal world.
In March, three of us attended a chicken
training camp run by one of the founding
fathers of scientific training, Bob Bailey,
along with Chirag Patel. Bob’s unemotional
approach to animals and training was hard
for some of us to accept but there was no
doubting his wealth
of experience and
expertise and many of
us learned to incorporate
a different, more datadriven approach into our
training.
Later in the year, a
few of us were to be
found at Yorkshire
Why did the chicken Wildlife Park with Susan
go around the cone? Friedman and Chirag
Patel, training lions and
polar bear, along with wild dogs and rhinos.
It was an amazing experience and there is
nothing quite like seeing an enormous polar
bear responding to the exact same operant
conditioning we use for puppies as they learn

Having fun at the IMDT conference
to sit on cue. The only difference is they are
working for mayonnaise sandwiches! Zoos
are now getting very good at protective
handling where animals are trained to be
willing participants in necessary husbandry
and medical procedures rather than having
to be sedated or captured each time. This
massively reduces stress and upset for all
involved and is another great way to use
positive reward-based training.
In June, many of us went to the Institute
of Modern Dog Trainers Conference where
Gwen was giving 3 lectures over 3 days with
4 other speakers. It was a good chance to
listen to the views of others and catch up
with friends. In July we negotiated a Puppy
School discount for a seminar run by the
famous Ian Dunbar from the USA which
several of our tutors and assistants attended.
Whether its training exotic animals, going
to a conference, listening to a webinar, or
reading a recommended book, cpd of all
types keeps us up to speed with the science
and practice of animal training and allows
us to be well prepared for the puppies and
owners that we teach.
Our behavioural
courses at Guiting
Power have been
well attending this
year.

The Puppy School team at WOOF!
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For some, the very early
starts and late finishes at
the WOOF! conference
were just too much!

PS Dates for your
diary: 2018
2-4 Feb
Part 1 Spring New Tutors Course
10-11 Feb		
APDT assessment preparation
weekend
2-4 March		
Part 2 Spring New Tutors Course
8-11 March		
(Crufts)
21-23 March
Behaviour course
24 March		
PS Social Media Training
17-19 April		
Practical handling course at CAS
25-27 April
PS Behaviour course repeat
1 May		
PS got talent video competition
entry deadline
29 June - 1 July		
PS Conference
7-9 September		
Part 1 Autumn New Tutors Course
17-21 September 		
Puppy University Course
5-7 October		
Part 2 Autumn New Tutors Course
17-19 October
Behaviour course
24-26 October
Behaviour course repeat
TBC
Kim Lyddon Weekend Workshop
3-4 November		
National Pet Show (PS demo)
6-8 November
Practical handling course at CAS

2017 Highlights
From Our Tutors
From Maria Bull:

“Behaviour 2 with Gwen Bailey and Claire
Luscombe was fabulous! As always, I learnt
so much. It was refreshing to share other
tutor’s experiences with their own dogs and
better realise that we don’t have, and are not
expected to have ‘perfect dogs’ ourselves!
This reduces the pressure you could feel
when attending courses with your own dogs
but our tutors are so supportive of each
other. There were about eight of our own
dogs on this course and watching them all
play together during breaks which was really
lovely. They all got
on so well and my
pupster, ‘Cooper’,
had a wonderful dew
day with Gwen’s
‘Otto’; they created a
little bromance!”
Sharron Byard
welcomed new puppy
‘Phen’ into her family
in late December
last year, here’s little
update on Phen’s
first-year:

From Sharron:

“On Monday 12th December last year at
10pm after me and husband Neil had cleared
up and packed away after classes, I got into
my car and drove the 183 miles to Folkestone
and the Eurotunnel terminal. We boarded the
Eurotunnel at 7am on the Tuesday morning
and then drove from Calais to De Panne in
northern Belgium to meet my new puppy,
Phen! Phen’s full Kennel name is ‘Oakdene
Phenomenal with Thendara’ (!) but we have
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changed it to ‘Phenome-naughty’ as he’s the
cheekiest pup we’ve ever had! Anyway after
30 minutes’ chat, I popped Phen in the boot
and I headed back to Calais! Boarded the
return Eurotunnel at lunchtime and arrived
home in Warwickshire at around 5pm that
night! Nineteen hours driving and 520
miles covered with thankfully no puppy sick
- probably my craziest puppy adventure to
date!
Since then Phen and I have been to dog
shows all over the UK - as far south as
Windsor, north to Scotland and west to
Belfast and he’s qualified for Crufts in March
2018. He’s still naughty but we love him to
bits and he’s settled right in with our three
other dogs and busy lifestyle! And as if that
wasn’t excitement enough, my oldest Irish
Setter, Ruari who you may have all met at
PS conferences, was placed 3rd in his class
at Crufts out of 15 dogs! I have never had
a dog placed at Crufts ever before so I was

absolutely thrilled! I think Ruari was pretty
proud too!
Paula Topping has also welcomed a new pup
into her life this year: Little ‘RooBarb’!

From Paula:

“By far the best and most challenging thing
that has happened in the last year has been
the arrival of RooBarb - our beautiful, sweet
(when he’s asleep) whippet pup (but he’s
ours so he’s perfect!). Training him has been
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a challenge, I had to rethink my techniques
(real dog yoga proved to be the prefect
course to go and learn). His attention span
is so short! Introducing him to our other dog
Barley was a difficult time, with a divided
house and careful management, during this
time we lost our precious Moo to cancer
who until the final few days, had taken
Roobs under her wing. However, with time
and gentle introductions taking everything
at Barley’s pace they are now the best of
friends. It had been a long time since I had
a pup and I think the experience has really
woken me up to the problems some of my
client’s face!”
Vicky Davies has also recently welcomed a
new canine addition this year: Little ‘Pesto’!

From
Vicky:

“My husband
affectionally
calls our house
our everexpanding
‘Noah’s Ark!’
This year, Pesto
the Italian
Greyhound
joins Ted the
Collie x, Bill the Whippet, Sadie the cat,
Mrs Pink & Mrs Green (the chickens!). Since
Iggy attended my PS classes last year, I
knew I had to have one of these deliciously
cute, paw stomping, whirling dervish,
spider-monkey-like dinosaurs in my life!
Having a hound, I was already a convert
to the gorgeous qualities of these elegant,
pointy nosed creatures, so another was
always inevitable right? I slowly chipped…….
and chipped….and chipped away at Gareth
(Hubby) who was initially dead against the
idea of another dog, but the prestigious
‘Vicky’s list of Iggy benefits’ grew and grew
day by day and he eventually caved in and
agreed, or just got sick of hearing the list!
I found the perfect breeder who was so
accommodating at letting me visit not only
another litter prior to Pesto’s earlier in the
year to sus them out, but the subsequent
4 visits to get to know Little P (as he is
affectionately known and consciously changed
from ‘Pest’ which I felt was a little too fitting!)
On just his second week with us Pesto
experienced his first beach holiday at the
gorgeous Saunton Sands in North Devon,

We shared the villa with some friends, their
children and his new bromance buddy, 12
month old Collie Marshall!
The little monkey is exhausting, and I do
forget how draining puppies are every time
I have one, but he is so worth it, and I feel
Pesto is now well and truly part of ‘Noah’s
Ark’, and I am truly living ‘the Italian way’!

‘Cooper’ is a Reading Dog in
Training!

Maria Bull’s new puppy ‘Cooper’ the Blue
Merle Labradoodle is now a Reading Dog
in Training. Cooper has attended Maria’s

makes anxious children see him as absolutely
no threat. After watching him like this for a
few minutes they just can’t resist reaching
out tentatively to see what his fur feels like
and after they realise that it feels soft and
fluffy, they’re then immediately hooked on
touching it more.
I unfortunately can’t take the credit for any
of this! I haven’t taught him to assume a
motionless settle. He just seems to ‘feel’
that that’s what he should do in these
circumstances as if he feels the children’s
anxiousness and knows instinctively how to
make them feel comfortable around him. He
is one amazing pup and I absolutely adore
him!”
This year in Hethersett, Norfolk, Zoe Taylor
took one of our most interesting enquiries
for a place at Puppy School. “Please can

Primary school with her every day where she
works as Headteacher since he came home
at 8 weeks. For the last two months, he has
taken on his role of School Reading Dog and
reads with pupils, inspiring them to read
more regularly.
Maria says: “During the reading sessions,
Cooper snuggles down in the middle of
the children so they can stroke and fuss
him as they read. This makes any stresses
that they associate with reading just float
away as stress and puppy snuggles are not
compatible.
Cooper also works with children who are
fearful of dogs and this is his real forte and
purpose. So many children have initially been
fearful of Cooper only to end up sitting on
the floor snuggling him within 30 minutes
of meeting him! He can be surrounded
by ten children, each with a hand on him
somewhere, and simply not move from the
down position he quite naturally assumes
(without being asked to). Even as a very
young pup, he would just automatically crawl
into the crook of the children’s arms and
remain there until I picked him up and moved
him.
I think it’s the fact that he seems to know
that he needs to remain motionless that

we bring our blind and brain-damaged
Nova Scotia Duck Toller to class, and by the
way, he’s not vaccinated because he has a
compromised immune system due to his
condition?”
Of course, the owner sent Zoe a cute picture
of this little chap and she felt compelled to
try and help. After checking with Gwen and
then getting permission from all other clients
attending his class and speaking to his vet,
Zoe was able to offer little Chaos a place.
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From Zoe:

“Chaos came in barking and shouting his head off and I thought ‘oh
no…. this may not work!’ However, with his brilliant owner, he quickly
calmed down and was able to relax and even train in class. We were
amazed and so pleased with his progress. Chaos was able to learn
all three positions with ‘sit’ on voice cue. His ‘come when called’ was
amazing and he walked on a loose lead beautifully! He had some issues
around other dogs with food and handling was sometimes challenging for him. It’s hard to say
what his future holds, but for now he lives with an amazing, calm and insightful owner and
eleven other dogs!” Good luck little Chaos, we are so pleased we gave you a chance to excel!

Puppy School Class Funny Moment
Catherine Pleasance was telling a group that training treats should be “small, moist and
smelly” …. “Just like my ex-husband” was the quick rejoinder from one of the participants!

Puppy School’s Got Talent

Puppy School’s first ever talent contest for tutors is taking
place. Puppy Schoolers are being asked to prepare a 2
minutes video showcasing their talented pet’s tricks in the
form of an emotional story or theme. Entries must be in by
May 2018 and there are some great prizes for the winners
as well as being entered into the hall of fame on our the
new YouTube channel we are creating. We can’t wait to see
the videos!
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My 2017 by Gwen Bailey,

Founder and Director of Puppy School
My year has been full of ups and downs. My
lovely old horse, Zac, aged 24, died in the
Summer. He was my perfect dream horse
when he arrived and remained so for all of
the 18 years he was with me. I loved him so
much and it is so hard to lose such a big furry
friend who has taken up so much of your
life and with whom you have had so many
fantastic experiences.
Two months earlier, a new puppy Vizsla,
who we named Otto, bounced into my life.
He is so full of enthusiasm and energy that
it’s impossible not to join in. It’s so lovely
to have a dog again after an absence of 3
years but, boy, are they messy! I’d forgotten
just how much extra housework comes with
them. Raised with only positives, he is happy
and confident and I enjoy every day with
him. I took him to the National Pet Show in
November and he took part in the positive
training demo where I ran through his tricks pray, weave and bow - he worked really well
(phew!) and I was very proud of him.
This year has also been a year of CPD for me.
It started with the Woof Conference, went on
to Bob Bailey’s chicken camp, and continued
with the Yorkshire Wildlife Park course and
the IMDT conference, luckily all before Otto
arrived so I was able to concentrate. It’s
good to listen to others in the field to see
what they are doing and take on any new
ideas you think
are worth it
and, when you
are a speaker,
you can put the
Puppy School
logo on every
slide so that it
becomes very
familiar to all
who attend.

the BBC
Countryfile
magazine
before the
year really
started.
They had
often asked
me to write
short breedrelated
pieces and I
had longed
to write
something
more
substantial
about
how to
walk dogs
successfully
in the countryside. They
finally agreed and we had
fun taking photos on a
freezing Winter’s day. The
resulting piece contained a
mention of Puppy School’s
website so it was good
publicity for us.

Puppy School
demanded
a lot of time
and attention
this year but I
just managed
to squeeze in
an article for
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My 2017 from
Rachel Butler,

Puppy School’s Operations and Business
Development Manager
I can’t believe that the fourth anniversary
of me taking on the role of Puppy School’s
Operations Manager is nearly upon us. It
literally has flown by and with a significant
birthday to celebrate in 2018, I am really
looking forward to another year filled with
puppies, tutors and all things Puppy School.
It has been another hugely busy one for our
little, but expanding, team and the highlight
for me has to be to have secured practitioner
status with the ABTC, allowing our tutors
to join the register of Animal Training
Instructors. It took two years of determined
slog, with constant challenges to overcome,
to get to this point and I am thrilled that we
made it as it puts us at the forefront of our
industry and will help to secure some of the
recognition that we deserve.
I also put my demons aside and braved the
APDT assessment finally this year, having
chickened out in previous years. I am really
pleased that I did and I found the whole
process to be fair, challenging and even a
little bit enjoyable, especially when they
told me I’d passed! I am really excited to
be able to join with Nicole Harris in offering
a preparation weekend in the new year for
other tutors wishing to undertake the process
– the course filled within just a few days but
if it goes well, we will be able to offer it again
to meet demand.

2017 saw me really develop a love for
Canicross, that has resulted in a true passion
for both me and my dogs. Kim and I
attended a DogFit training course late in 2016
as I had dabbled previously but had never
really got the bug. Well all that has changed
now, and it’s definitely for the better. Kim
and I established a not-for-profit community
running club of which I am the Chair and Kim
is the Membership Secretary. We organise
3-4 runs per week and have around 25 paidup members – we want to grow slowly and
keep it fun and friendly.
We have even
recently ventured
into the realms of
night running with
the dogs – I would
never have thought
you’d get me off
the sofa on a cold
November evening
to trug up a muddy
hill, being dragged
by an overenthusiastic Pointer
wearing a head
torch that makes
me look like the scary chap out of ‘Silence of
the Lambs’. But I do it regularly now, and
LOVE it. We will be offering taster sessions
at the 2018 Puppy School conference for any
Puppy Schoolers who want to try it. Places
will need to be booked soon as we have
limited kit available.
My little Happy Dog business continues to
tick along with the help of my brilliant team,
Kim Hawley, Jacki Clifford, Sue Thane, Sally
Hammond and Jenny Baker. I am finally
feeling that I’m getting the balance between
all the different elements of my (slightly
crazy) life and it’s a great feeling.
Thanks to each and every one of you for
being a great bunch of people to work with. I
feel so proud to be part of team Puppy School
and here’s to 2018 being even bigger and
brighter.
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My 2017 from
Alice Crick,

Puppy School’s
Operations Assistant
What a whirlwind of a year for me! I joined
the Puppy School Operations team in May this
year and time has flown. Puppy School has
always been pretty special to me and so I’m
just so proud to be working alongside Gwen
and Rachel to add just a small input into the
general day-to-day smooth running of our
wonderful organisation.
I’ve been busy behind the scenes with lots
of great projects. We now have some fab
promotional material for tutors to hire for
demos at shows and some rather sweet
little Puppy School bandanas to add to our
promotional kit. I love the challenge that
comes with getting my ‘tech’ head on as I’ve
been creating dedicated Puppy School email
addresses as well as working on dedicated
branded websites too.
I’ve taken on some of Rachel’s routine work
which frees her up to concentrate on bigger
projects which is great (thanks for entrusting
me with that Master Document Rachel). As
Puppy School is now a practitioner member
of the ABTC, I’m helping Tutors get registered
as Animal Training Instructors. I think we
can all agree – it’s a proud moment when
our names appear on the website and we are
able to use our ATI logo!
On a personal note, my own business has
been slowly growing as I’m able to offer
owners more support now that some time
has freed up for me. I’ve started some recall
workshops in a local secure outdoor paddock
and so far, so good. I love to see owner’s
confidence grow. Puppy parties continue to
go well and I’ve welcomed two new members
to our Puppy School team, Coralie Wright and
Becky Stickland. Anne Roberts continues
to assist me at classes and I love working
alongside her! Anne is always there to meet
for lunch and take me away from my desk
to enjoy some down-time which is really
appreciated. Thank you, Anne, for checking in
on me and just being a great friend.
We enjoyed a lovely holiday to Scotland
this year with our friends and their dogs

to celebrate my birthday. It was lovely to
escape to a cottage in the middle of nowhere
with lots of lovely walks and a well-stocked
fridge – we had a great time. 2018 may well
bring a four-legged companion into our lives
as my partner Luke and I are finally looking
into getting a dog of our very own (although
you can bet I will still ‘borrow’ little Olive
every now and again). The time for a dog
is now just right as I’ve the time to give.
So… Golden Retriever? Cavalier? Staffie? Old
grey faced mixed rescue? Who knows? I’ve
waited so long for this day I can hardly wait
a moment longer but I’d like to think the
right dog will find us (but don’t worry, I’ll do
my research). Watch this space. Thanks to
everyone for welcoming me into my new role
and those Regional Managers who have been
patient with me as I get to grips with it all.
I wish you all a really prosperous 2018 as
Puppy School continues to grow. See you all
at the Conference!

A note from
Gail Hutchman,
Puppy School’s
Administrator

It has been another busy year for admin,
it only seems like yesterday that I was
writing a piece for the 2016 annual report.
As Puppy School grows, so my role becomes
ever busier keeping up with stock orders
and request from tutors, internet orders and
enquiries from the public, doing the accounts,
updating the website and adding profiles to
the website for our newest tutors as they
prepare to start running classes.
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I continually see how much Puppy School is growing purely from
dealing with the bi-weekly payment reports I receive from the central
booking system. The first reports I ran in May 2016 covered approx.
8 pages when printed out, the latest ones are 14 pages.
During 2017 I continued to provide the lunches for the New Tutor
courses, I also started to do them for the Behaviour courses this
year. My minimal catering skills were certainly put to the test in April
when we had an amazing 27 attendees at the New Tutor course. I
am not a natural cook (my husband will certainly agree with this) but
my jacket potatoes seem to go down well so I will continue as long
Gwen needs me.
It has been good to meet tutors at the Behaviour courses and put
faces to the many names who I have only dealt with over email.
I am very much looking forward to 2018 and continuing to work
alongside Gwen, Rachel, Alice and our lovely tutors. Wishing you all a
successful 2018.

Puppy School Plans
for 2018
by Gwen Bailey

Our long-term aims are to continue to
develop and grow Puppy School to both take
care of the excellent tutors we already have,
supporting them and developing new ways
to improve their experience with us, and also
to reach out to more new potential tutors to
grow our numbers further until we become
the go-to place for puppy training around the
UK.
Goals for 2018 include:
•
To develop the Regional Manager team
and look at providing regional events and
more regional tutors team networking. To
find ways to provide incentives for getting
new tutors through the processes needed
to become full tutors and to ensure the
management team are motivated to deliver
full support to existing tutors.
•
To continue to work with our sponsors,
Natures Menu, to find innovative ways to
continue our alliance and to increase sales
and build brand awareness of both companies
to our mutual benefit.
•
To develop and rejuvenate the Puppy
School behaviour courses, bringing new input
and fresh ideas and ensuring they are
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kept up to date with the latest science and
opinion.
•
To work on a Puppy School video
channel and to produce videos to show
accurate training techniques and explanation
for each of the exercises in the PS syllabus.
•
To develop the idea of video
competitions for both our tutors and the
general public to further the practice of
positive dog training, build brand awareness
and to provide a useful stock of videos for
publicity and teaching purposes.
•
To run 2-3 new PS Tutor Training
courses, 2-4 new PS behaviour courses, two
3-day PS practical courses and one Puppy
University course.
•
To run two courses by external speaker
and the PS 2 days conference in June.
Looks like it will be another busy and
productive year ….!

